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About This Game

Meet Lemuel Barnabas. He is not a protagonist in our story, but just look at him - he’s scrappy and funny, talks to himself, likes
music and long walks behind the bar. In a word - he is quite mad, but as mad as he is, he’s the one you come to for help. Help?
What happened? You didn’t hear? Apparently there is this thing called Halloween. I know, I know, it sounds stupid. But there’s
candy involved! Now I have your attention. The city of Dern is ostracized from the Halloween community. Everyone around

you seem to know something about it, but you’re a boy, nobody is going to tell you. In this step away from the classic HO
gaming take things into your own hands and find out whatever happened to Halloween.
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Features

- Adventure and Casual mode, option to choose between point-and-click and hidden-object game
- 10+ hours of gameplay

- 6 chapters
- Double inventory contains 3 types of objects: regular everyday stuff, the interactive objects which can be modified, and the

Giztruments, tools that can be upgraded
- RPG elements

- Challenging puzzles/mini-games
- Ludicrous comments

- Imaginative characters
- Unlockable achievements
- Special collectable candies

- Backyard enhancement project: side-quest, option to use candies and purchase Backyard elements

Steam Greenlight
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Title: Evil Pumpkin: The Lost Halloween
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Two Desperados
Publisher:
Two Desperados
Release Date: 11 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB VRAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch
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A nice point & click adventure that contains some not-too-difficult puzzles, but also some of the solutions that are not very
obvious. Halloween theme with a tint of humour provides for some evenings worth spending over Evil Pumpkin.. It was a quite
nice hidden object point and click, until it bugged in a way that was absulutely game-breaking. I tried everything to get around
the bug, to no avail. It was early enough into the game so I don't feel I got my money's worth, even at $10.

Pros: Looks good, solid gameplay

Con: Literally game breaking bugs. It's rare that a game so thoroughly defeats me in the way Evil Pumpkin did. It's not that I
wasn't able to finish the game - a slowly-recharging hint meter and the extremely helpful denizens of YouTube ensured I would
be able to brute-force my way through the trickier sections. No, Evil Pumpkin foiled me by forcing me to resort to hints over
and over again. A well-designed adventure game - and make no mistake, this is more of an adventure game than a HOG, to the
point that the hidden object screens are actually optional - moves players through the story in a logical fashion, presenting them
with obstacles to overcome and giving them fair clues and tools to allow them to struggle their way through.

Evil Pumpkin goes a different way entirely, loading itself up with nonsensical, sometimes buggy, puzzles and some of the least
impressive HOGs in recent memory.

On to the HOG criteria!

Criteria 1: To what degree do the puzzle screens look like a thrift store vomited on my monitor?

It's pretty bad. While the game does a passable job of restricting its searches to areas that would logically be cluttered, many of
those areas are littered with items which make no sense given the setting - and that's just in the logical areas. There are also
plenty of screens where a load of nonsense is tossed in. A church pew? Seems like a good place for a gold bar, straight razor,
bullet and tree! It's just a mess for mess' sake. And that's not even getting into the rampant cheating that goes into item
placement. There isn't much size cheating - the game has a good grasp of perspective, at least. That doesn't stop it from defying
gravity, changing colours, and going transparent whenever it suits the developers' purposes. Just shoddy work here.

Criteria 2: Are the searches justified by the premise\/story?

Only in the most cursory fashion. There are the standard 12:1 item finding sequences, but beyond that, no justification is given
for the searches. This is largely because the game is far more interested in its puzzles than its searches - on the 'difficulty select'
menu, HOSs only appear as an element on the lowest difficulty setting, aimed at 'casual' players'. This suggests that serious
adventure gamers wouldn't bother with hidden object searches, and should focus on the game's other, more nonsensical puzzles.
Given this attitude towards the genre they're working in, it's no surprise that the game's hidden object screens are so lacking.

Criteria 3: How well do the various puzzles and object searches meld together to form a coherent whole?

Not well at all. The story follows a little boy on a journey to find out why his town is the only place in the world without a
Halloween. It's not a bad premise, but his method of investigation never makes much sense, and the conclusion he comes to
seems utterly random. This isn't helped at all by the game's terrible puzzles, which range from annoying to buggy. This isn't just
a case of my distaste for sliding block puzzles rearing its ugly head once more. There's the equivalent of a jigsaw puzzle with
pieces that don't fit together and offer no clue as to where they're to be placed on the board. There's an 'eliminate the subjects'
game whose rules are so oblique that I could see people being driven mad. Then there's a puzzle which is just plain wrong - as in
the developers forgot their own world's rules when crafting it, so the answer doesn't make any logical sense.

With its lacklustre HOSs, frustrating puzzles, and hint\/skip meter which takes forever to charge, Evil Pumpkin: The Lost
Halloween is a disaster on every level. Literally the only thing that the game has going for it is a wry wit that surfaces in a bevy
of puns offered for nearly every circumstance. For anyone uninterested in wordplay or adorable talking animals, this game
offers nothing to recommend.. Most difficult game i ever triedin thermes of what to do next. I do recommend this game but
only if you really like Halloween, have lots of patience with puzzles, don't mind mixed quality graphics and sound, and can
purchase the game for 5 dollars or less. Worse parts were the boy's voice and the ending. Best part was all the cool Halloween
related scenes.
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I really wanted to like this game. Halloween-themed Point&Click? What could possibly go wrong?
Well, while the story is nothing special but acceptable the game dynamics made me quit playing this game. It's annoying and
buggy from the beginning but after some time I encountered a bug I wasn't able to work around. Reloading etc. didn't help
either.
Didn't start anew, just quit the game.. I've been saving this game for part of my yearly Halloween gaming marathon. I thought it
might be an odd change of pace from most of the horror games I try. I have to admit, this is an awesome hidden object game.
Beautiful visuals, good music, and charming puzzles and setting. I grew up on Shadowgate and I haven't had any problem with
the logic of items and their uses. I kind of love it. Perfect to play as I watch horror movies and relax.. I like this game very much
and have to give it a 'Thumbs Up' mainly 'cause I love weird games! However, personally I wouldn't pay full price for this
game.. The game itself is quite good. However there are way too many bugs in the mini-games that prevent you from
progressing further in the game. Since you can't save in stages, this means that your only option when you encounter a bug is to
restart the game from the very beginning.

I restarted the game twice before I just gave up.. I play hidden object games with my wife as a way of bonding and having a
good time after the kids go to bed. This game suffered from translation issues, poor design and a repetitive background music.
A lot of the puzzels are unfair and to difficult, other are ridiculously simple. Half of the time I felt like a genious the other half I
felt like I was the dumbest person in the world. Clickable zones are a mess, reusable items are great but why not rope, or the
lockpick you get halfway through the game. Bad design, inconsistent difficulty, and poor translation make this a game to pass
on.. One of the longest and best hidden object games I have ever played! It took something like 33 hours! Great plot, great
graphics, lots of HOGs, and side games. Many areas to explore. I highly recommend this one. The only downside (A sluggish
cursor) fixed itself later. Try it!
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